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SCOTCH
LOWLAND

Ailsa Bay Release 1.2 Sweet Smoke

48.9%

The 2019 release from pioneering distillery Ailsa Bay, slightly more peaty
than the original bottling, with a more rounded sweetness.
Auchentoshan Three Wood

£7.5 / £15

43%

Their signature malt, aged in bourbon, oloroso and Pedro Ximenez casks.

Glenkinchie 12yr

£6.5 / £13

43%

“The Edinburgh Malt”’s flagship whisky is light and grassy with hints of
florality.
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£6 / £12

SCOTCH
HIGHLAND

Aberfeldy 12yr

40%

A great all-rounder of a single malt, it leads with subtle sherried oak and a
hint of peat.
Aberfeldy 16yr

£6 / £12

40%

Butterscotch and toffee on the nose, stewed fruits and barmbrack on the
palate.
Aberfeldy 21yr

£7.5 / £15

40%

Lots of honey and vanilla on the palate, with a long, lingering finish.

Allt A’ Mhullin 15yr / Roslin Distillers

£11.5 / £23

50.3%

Distilled at Ben Nevis and the last cask chosen by the late distillery manager, £10.5 / £21
it is rich and buttery, Werthers Originals and oak.
Ardmore 12yr 2008 / Bramble Whisky Co

50%

Another excellent bottling from our friends in Edinburgh, this is aged in an
ex-Islay cask and has notes of soft peat, biscuits and spice.
Ardmore 7yr / Elixir Distillers & Shinanoya

£9 / £18

58.3%

Finished in a Laphroaig Quarter Cask, this Japan-only release is cask
strength, peaty and powerful.
5

£9 / £18

SCOTCH
HIGHLAND

Ardnamurchan 2014 AD/11:14 CK.339

69.4%

A single cask release distilled in 2014, the year the distillery was founded,
and since had been aged in a single first-fill Oloroso sherry butt. Sweet &
syrupy with lots of milk chocolate, leather and charred oak.
Ben Nevis 10yr

£10.5 / £21

46%

Distilled at the foot of the mountain, their signature malt is sherried with
notes of chocolate and coffee.
Clynelish 14yr

£7 / £14

46%

The “second” distillery of Brora, Clynelish’s famous style is big, waxy and
unctuous, and their 14-year-old is the diamond.
Dalmore 15yr

£6.5 / £13

40%

Matured in three different sherry casks, it is zesty and orangey.

Dalwhinnie 15yr

£8.5 / £17

48%

Delicate stone fruits and walnuts on the palate, with an oaky, vanilla-led
finish.
Glen Garioch 12yr

£6.5 / £13

48%

Glen Garioch (gee-ry) is the highland’s secret gem, they produce
£6.5 / £13
wonderfully balanced malts. Their flagship 12-year-old is oaky, fruity and spicy.
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SCOTCH
HIGHLAND

Glendronach 12yr

43%

The flagship malt from the sherry-famous distillery. Super fruity; apricots and
amaretto balance a hint of oaky dryness.
Glendronach 15yr Revival

£6 / £12

46%

Glendronach are famous for their rich, fruity whiskies and this is no
exception! Reinstated by popular demand, it is aged in both oloroso and
Pedro Ximenez casks.
Glendronach 21yr Parliament

£7.5 / £15

48%

Classic sherried malt as you’d expect from Glendronach, nutty, rich and
meaty.
Glenglassaugh Torfa

£12.5 / £25

50%

A rare lightly peated highland malt gives a delicate maritime note, along with
classic coconut and vanilla.
Glenmorangie 10yr

£6.5 / £13

40%

The UK’s best-selling single malt, it is the standard that all single malts aim
for.
Glenmorangie 18yr

£5.5 / £11

43%

Finished for three years in oloroso casks to add a rich, nutty complexity with
a butterscotch finish.
7

£8.5 / £17

SCOTCH
HIGHLAND

Glenmorangie Lasanta

43%

A 12-year-old finished in Pedro Ximenez casks, it has notes of Ferrero
Rocher and fresh coffee.
Glenmorangie Nectar D’Or

£7 / £14

46%

Sauternes-cask finished, with notes of lemon, honey and baklava.

Glenmorangie Quinta Rubin

£7.5 / £15

46%

14 years old and port-finished, stewed berries, toasted almonds and cedarwood.
Highland Park 12yr

£7 / £14

40%

A wonderful all-rounder, this has notes of wood shavings, green tea and
grilled orange.

£5.5 / £11

43%

Highland Park 18yr
A long vanilla nose, with ripe stone fruits, citrus and toffee.

Highland Park 21yr

£9 / £18

47.5%

Brilliantly complex and long, this has gingerbread on the palate, with hints of
flint and orchard fruit.
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£20 / £40

SCOTCH
HIGHLAND

Jura 26yr 1965 / The Stillman’s Dram

45%

Rich fruit cake, rancio, dusty cellars and subtle orchard fruit.

Ledaig 2008 Marsala Finish / Firkin

£18 / £36

48.9%

A bacon sandwich with quince jelly!

£7.5 / £15

Ledaig 12yr 2009 The Guerilla Casks / Rebels

51.5%

Fruity and juicy, packed with smoke but not too much. Madeira finishing
gives it an unctuously sweet palate.
Ledaig 18yr

£8 / £16

46.3%

Fruity, peaty & smoky, the benchmark of the brand and the one to beat!

Oban 14yr

£8.5 / £17

43%

A rich nose of wood fire and seaweed but the palate is crisp and citrusy.

Old Pulteney 12yr 2008 / Nectar of the Daily Dram

57.5%

Salty & delicate, yet potent & fruity, this rare dram is complex beyond its
years.
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£7 / £14

£8.5 / £17

SCOTCH
HIGHLAND

Orkney 15yr 2006 / Thompson Bros & Milroy’s

57.1%

Bags of toffee and honey to start, with brioche, figs and holiday waffle cone
to finish. A great collaboration between two independent powerhouses.
Orkney 22yr / Chorlton Whisky

£8.5 / £17

53.4%

From a secret (Highland Park) Orkney distillery, this is a cracking allrounder - cereal, spice, subtle hints of maritime saltiness, and a wonderful oak
balance.
Ruadh Maor 11yr 2010 / Berry Bros. & Rudd

£11 / £22

57.6%

Glenturret’s hard-to-find peated expression is worth the search! Toffee,
£7.5 / £15
caramel and butter popcorn dance with bags of peat and smoke. Sensational.
Scapa Skiren

40%

Creamy body with hint of orchard fruit and citrus peel.

Talisker 10yr

£6 / £12

45.8%

This peated classic is fragrant of robust smoke that finishes with sticky tree
sap, olive brine and cooked pears.
Teaninich 10yr Flora & Fauna

£6 / £12

43%

Soft body on the tongue welcomes the delicate notes of fresh cut hay, chamomille tea and shortbread biscuits.
10

£7 / £14

SCOTCH
HIGHLAND

Teaninich 11yr / North Star

50%

Classic style but with a spicy black pepper finish, green grass and quince.

Tobermory 12yr Port Pipe Finish

£8 / £16

58.6%

Wonderful rich, waxy notes accompany red fruit, linseed oil and liquorice.

Wolfburn / First Release

£9 / £18

46%

Delicious palate of muscovado sugar, spicy gingers snaps and sawdust.

Wolfburn Quarter Cask / Highland Whisky Festival 2020

46%

Created for the cancelled (like everything else in 2020) festival but bottled
anyway because it’s delicious! Surprisingly lengthy for a 7-year-old, oaky,
delicate and citrussy.
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£7.5 / £15

£8 / £16

SCOTCH
SPEYSIDE

Aberlour 12yr Double Cask

40%

Citrussy, approachable and very easy-drinking. Lovely.

Aberlour A’Bunadh Batch 71

£6 / £12

61.5%

Silky smooth with brandy butter, sticky dates and fragrant cinnamon.

Auchroisk 10yr

£9 / £18

43%

Delicate palate with notes of puffed rice, custard and lemon zest.

Auchroisk 12yr / Great Drams

£7 / £14

48.2%

Toffee crisp, poached apricots, and Special K; what’s not to love?

Balvenie 12yr Double Wood

£8 / £16

40%

Nutty number packed full of flavour from sherried sultanas to fruit cake.

Balvenie 14yr Caribbean Cask

£6.5 / £13

43%

Tropical sunshine with a medium body, flavours of banana, mango and Piña
colada.
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£7.5 / £15

SCOTCH
SPEYSIDE

Balvenie 21yr Port Wood

40%

Orchard fruit, pitted cherries and hints of tobacco smoke.

Benriach 10yr The Original Ten

£12.5 / £25

43%

Oaky beyond its years, spiced vanilla meets delicate stone fruits.

Benriach 10yr The Smoky Ten

£6 / £12

46%

Smooth rich aroma filled with wood fire smoke, match stick sulphates,
coriander seed and zesty lemons.
Cragganmore 12yr

£6 / £12

40%

Friendly number where orange marmalade, bbq marshmallows and oak chips
play together.
Craigellachie 13yr

£6 / £12

46%

Buttery popcorn, apple blossom and creamy stout are a symphony of aroma
in this modern classic.
Craigellachie 17yr

£7 / £14

49%

Juicy notes of spit-roasted pineapple, red chilli and cardamom pods create a
really powerful liquid.
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£9 / £18

SCOTCH
SPEYSIDE

Dailuane 8yr / Clan Denny

48%

Barnyard florality is met with apple treacle and honey suckle.

Faemussach 21yr / Chorlton Whisky

£7 / £14

56%

What a find! Rumoured to be an ultra-rare peated Benriach, it is named
after a particular type of peat found only in Speyside. Earthy and rubbery,
delicate acetone and wonderful length.
Glan Grant 10yr

£10 / £20

40%

Silky soft with notes of matcha tea, scottish oatcakes and vanilla ice cream.

Glen Grant 18yr

£6 / £12

43%

Chocolate box whisky filled with notes of dark berries, runny caramel and
nougat.
Glenfarclas 105

£10 / £20

60%

Winter warming whisky that showcases a real spicy palate filled with jammy
fruit and cinnamon toast.
Glenfarclas 21yr

£7 / £14

43%

A sophisticated number with hints of eucalyptus, oat, gala apples and fig.
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£9 / £18

SCOTCH
SPEYSIDE

Glenfarclas 25yr

43%

Hints of cocoa butter, lime zest and espresso beans.

Glenfiddich 12yr

£12.5 / £25

40%

Beautifully toffeed - this classic exudes a silky body of runny honey, milk
chocolate and sweet apricots.
Glenfiddich 15yr Solera Cask

£5.5 / £11

40%

Orange marmalade and nougat makes for a delicious combo. Famously
drawn from an ever-changing large cask.
Glenfiddich 18yr

£7 / £14

40%

A jammy whisky which showcases flavours like fresh ginger, maple syrup and
blackcurrants.
The Glenlivet 12yr

£8 / £16

40%

Enjoy a marriage of orchard fruits and sticky toffee pudding.

The Glenlivet 15yr French Oak Reserve

£5.5 / £11

40%

Soft scottish tablet, pinot noir and dark chocolate.
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£7.5 / £18

SCOTCH
SPEYSIDE

The Glenlivet 18yr

43%

Soft on the palate with notes of dessert wine, hazelnuts and bay.

£9 / £18

Glenlossie 10yr Flora & Fauna

43%

A beautiful demonstration of Speyside - malty, cereally, biscuity, and very
moreish.
Glenlossie 11yr / Single Malts of Scotland

£7 / £14

59.4%

A warming whisky with textures of beeswax, hints of barley, mandarin and
ripe peaches.
Glentauchers 9yr / Càrn Mòr

£7.5 / £15

47.5%

This stunner of a whisky showcases flavours of shortbread biscuits,
cappuccino, dessert wine and grated nutmeg.
Inchgower 12yr / James Eadie

£7 / £14

58.7%

Toffee popcorn, brown butter and vanilla shortbread. This oloroso-finshed
number pulls no punches.
Inchgower 13yr / James Eadie

£7.5 / £15

55.8%

A spectacular amontillado-finished 2021 bottling gives fudge and shortbread
alongside surprisingly pleasant umami notes.
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£7.5 / £15

SCOTCH
SPEYSIDE

Linkwood 12yr Flora & Fauna

43%

Perfectly fresh, notes of lime zest, eucalyptus, absinthe and hay.

Linkwood 12yr Laudale Batch 5 / Adelphi

£7 / £14

46%

A lovely sherried number, with fresh green notes on the nose leading into
rich demerara and highland toffee on the finish.
Longmorn 13yr 2009 / Càrn Mòr

£8.5 / £17

47.5%

Youthful but refined. Toffee and vanilla dance with orchard fruits and
chocolate orange.
Longmorn 15yr / ‘90s Bottling

£7 / £14

45%

A true demonstration of how much flavour this powerhouse distillery can
pack into a malt; honeycomb, caramel wafers and buckets of zesty orange.
Macallan 12yr Sherry Oak

£11 / £22

40%

Savoury classic with delicious hints of vanilla pod, seaweed and sultanas.

Strathisla 13yr 2019 / Distillery Bottling

£7.5 / £15

58.4%

A special little number, drawn from a 1st fill sherry butt, this is sticky toffee
pudding in a bottle!
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£9 / £18

SCOTCH
CAMPBELTOWN

Glen Scotia Victoriana

54.2%

A lightly peated and PX-finished treasure from Campbeltown’s “other”
distillery, this is rich and fruity on the palate but drying on the finish, leaving
you wanting more.
Hazelburn 10yr

£8 / £16

46%

Springbank’s triple distilles offering, a delicate body with runny honey, beeswax and poached pears.
Kilkerran 8yr Port Cask

£6.5 / £13

57.9%

Rich, smoky and meaty, with more than a hint of red fruit tannins, this is a real
treat.
Kilkerran 8yr Sherry Cask

£8 / £16

58.1%

Unapologetically meaty on the nose, the sherry controls this dram. The
smoke is subtle and refined,
Kilkerran 12yr

£8 / £16

46%

Bonfire night with chewy marshmallows and salted caramel.

Springbank 10yr

£7 / £14

46%

A medium bodied number with warming notes of mango, pineapple, beef
jerky and stewed apple.
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£6.5 / £13

SCOTCH
CAMPBELTOWN

Springbank 15yr

46%

A robust whisky which showcases a myriad of aromas from tawny port,
gynmasium floor and passion fruit.
Springbank 18yr

£8 / £16

46%

On the palate we get sunshine hints like banana, chilli, spit-roasted pineapple
and clove.
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£9 / £18

SCOTCH
ISLAY

Ardbeg 5yr Wee Beastie

47.4%

Young, eager and ready for a fight! Bog oak, vanilla, iodine and seawater.

Ardbeg 10yr

£5.5 / £11

46%

This is a classic with a sticky toffee palate with notes of matchstick sulphates
and timberwood smoke. Finishes with a hint of lemon oils.
Ardbeg An Oa

£6 / £12

46.6%

A chunky number packed with flavour, boozy raisins, cigar butts and pine.

Ardbeg Corryvreckan

£7 / £14

57.1%

A wonderful whisky that sings of attitude, spicy notes of cardamom, clove
and pine finishes with some woodfire smoke.
Ardbeg Uigeadail

£8 / £16

54.2%

Delightful whisky with a fantastic aroma of lemon peel and seaside bonfires.
Finishes slightly of sea salt and juicy pears.
Bowmore 15yr

£7 / £14

50%

Very classic in style, sherry casks shines through with notes of pitted cherries,
cacao beans and cigars.
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£7 / £14

SCOTCH
ISLAY

Bruichladdich Classic Laddie

50%

A crisp but lighter style with delicious mirabelles and seaweed.

Bunnahabhain 12yr

£6.5 / £13

46.3%

Light, fresh and delicate with saline tang and dried fruits.

Bunnahabhain 18yr

£6.5 / £13

46.3%

Roasted wood spices mixed with Toffee Crisp and an oily, waxy mouthfeel.

Caol Ila 12yr

£9 / £18

43%

Fresh and full of menthol, with distinctive tar and peat smoke. Long and
warming.
Caol Ila 18yr

£6.5 / £13

43%

Rich and oily, elegant sweetness and a predominant palate of camphor
smoke.
Kilchoman Sanaig

£8.5 / £17

46%

Nectarines, butterscotch and pink peppercorns make way for long-lasting
peat.
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£7 / £14

SCOTCH
ISLAY

Lagavulin 8yr 200th Anniversary

48%

The classic ashy, peaty Lagavulin style is fully encompassed in this
now-permanent expression in the range. Young but fully developed.
Lagavulin 16yr

£7 / £14

43%

The definitive Islay single malt. Iodine, lapsang souchong tea. Sweet and
powerful.
Laphroaig 10yr

£7.5 / £15

40%

Arguably Islay’s most famous dram, seaweed, iodine, smoke and warm spices.

Laphroaig Quarter Cask

£6 / £12

48%

Smoky, oaky, oily, spicy and fiery, this is a more ramped-up version of the
classic 10-year-old.
Port Askaig 100 Proof

£6.5 / £13

58.4%

A fantastic whisky with a hugely fragrant aroma, notes of greenhouse, smoke
and heather honey.
Port Charlotte 3yr 2008 Private Cask / Distillery Bottling

46%

Young, peaty and unapologetic, but wise beyond its years, this is balanced,
well-rounded and lengthy.
22

£7 / £14

£9 / £18

SCOTCH
ISLAY

Port Charlotte 10yr

50%

Crème brûlée on the palate, hints of wood fire and shortbread.

Staoisha 4yr 2014 / Signatory Vintage & TWE

£7 / £14

60.3%

Cask strength, young, peated Bunnahabhain? Yes please! A massive whack
of malt and peat immediately, with the heat carrying flavours of hay, burnt
caramel and nougat.
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£9 / £18

SCOTCH
BLENDED

Chivas Regal 12yr

40%

Delectable and trusted, this classic has a wonderful aroma of candied ginger,
poached pears and oat biscuit.
Chivas Regal 18yr

£5 / £10

40%

Honourable blend that features notes of fresh cut hay, toffeed pralines and
home-made marmalade.
Chivas Regal Mizunara

£7.5 / £15

40%

Classic blend aged in Japanese oak gives notes of pine, cut grass, and
custard pastries.
Compass Box Great King St Artist’s Blend

43%

Outstanding everyday whisky. Toffee, coconut, caramel and vanilla harmonise
with delicate malt.
Compass Box Great King St Glasgow Blend

£6 / £12

43%

A powerful whisky which finishes fresh and dry but carries a huge aroma of
orange toffee, coal, and cigar smoke. Sticky notes of vanilla and clementine.
Dewar’s 12yr

£6.5 / £13

£6 / £12

40%

Old school becomes new school, this welcomed whisky is great in both
highballs and neat. Hints of clay, ginger snaps, oats and wood chips.
24

£5.5 / £11

SCOTCH
BLENDED

Johnnie Walker Black Label

40%

Sophisticated and well respected. Marries classic notes of smoke, vanilla, hay £5.5 / £11
and jasmine blossom.
Johnnie Walker Blue Label

40%

Delightful number filled with notes of green apples, fresh cut grass, cigar
smoke, leather belts and manuka honey.
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£11 / £22

SCOTCH
BLENDED MALT

Cadenhead Creations 26yr Light Creamy Vanilla Batch 2

43.8%

Soft and creamy, crème Anglais, lychee with oak and leather belts.

Compass Box Flaming Heart 2018

£8 / £16

48.9%

Christmas spices like clove, cinnamon, sticky toffee pudding and candied
orange.
Compass Box Peat Monster

£11 / £22

46%

Powerful but feather light, notes of bon ire mixes well with sour lemons and
butterscotch.
Glenburn 25yr / A. D. Rattray

£6.5 / £13

54.9%

A very mysterious blended malt, so mysterious we don’t know where it’s from! £9.5 / £19
Very classic highland sherried flavour, nutty and rich, with more than a hint of
raspberry.
Highland Selection 24yr / The Way of Spirits

46%

A richly sherried Speyside blend, from unknown distilleries, but assumed to
be from Macallan and Tomatin amongst others, so expect raisins, nuts and
shiitake.
Johnnie Walker Green Label

£9 / £18

43%

Silky body, enjoy notes of walnuts, sticky dates and cappuccino.
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£6.5 / £13

SCOTCH
BLENDED MALT

Monkey Shoulder

40%

A trusted whisky, filled with aromas of marmalade, leather belts, gymnasium
and park bench.
Smokey Monkey

£5 / £10

40%

Aromatic number, packed filled with aromas of bon ire night. victoria sponge,
and autumn leaves. Malty with notes of vanilla and smoke.
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£5.5 / £11

SCOTCH
GRAIN

Compass Box Hedonism

43%

Delicate whisky whith a hugely fruity palate, expect summer strawberries,
watermelon, cherry blossoms and brown sugar.
Girvan 11yr / Great Drams

£7.5 / £15

42.6%

Medium bodied that carries notes of crème brûlée, mochaccino, oats and
dates.
Girvan Patent Still 25yr No 1 Apps

£7.5 / £15

42%

The 2013 Launch Edition from the No 1 Apps still and aged for a quarter
centrury, this is delicate coconut and toffee, with cereal and nutty oak.
Girvan Patent Still No 4 Apps

£11 / £22

42%

Super approachable, easy-to-drink whisky. Toasted pine nuts, vanilla and a
subtle hint of pepper.
Girvan Patent Still Proof Strength

£6.5 / £13

57.1%

A cask strength version of the No 4 Apps, this has the residing pine nuts
and vanilla, but the pepper is much more pronounced.

28

£7.5 / £15

AMERICAN
BOURBON

Angel’s Envy Port Cask

43.3%

A warm whisky where you can expect notes of florality, walnuts and toffee.

Basil Hayden

£7 / £14

40%

Medium bodied with a larger palate, aromas of hay bales, dark chocolate and
salted caramel.
Black Maple Hill 2015

£6 / £12

47.5%

The modern Oregon recreation of the Stitzl-Weller classic, it has undeniable
young rye notes alongside cocoa powder and a spicy vanilla whack.
Blanton’s Original

£9 / £18

46.5%

The original single barrel bourbon, full of ripe fruits, citrus & spice.

Bomberger’s Declaration

£7.5 / £15

54%

Bombergers Declaration pays tribute to the original Bombergers distillery in £9.5 / £19
the 1800’s, which became the Michter’s distillery in the 20th century. Sweet
and long with lots of chocolate and caramel.
Booker’s 7yr

63.5%

Expect a drier finish, but it starts off bold. Delightful notes of roasted
hazelnuts, crème Anglais and wood chips.
29

£7.5 / £15

AMERICAN
BOURBON

Buffalo Trace

40%

Creamy palate, delightfully soft but aromas sing of fresh cut grass, sticky
toffee pudding and tonka bean.
Bulleit

£5 / £10

45%

A drier finish to a young and fun whiskey, slightly spicy notes of cinnamon
and marzipan. Warm body with lingering caramel palate.
Bulleit 10yr

£5 / £10

45.8%

Even more elevated than the classic, a sweet toffeed body that finishes with
clove, cinnamon and fire pit.
Colonel E. H. Taylor Small Batch

£6 / £12

50%

Named after a pioneer in the bourbon industry, bottled at a punchy 50%
and with a fantastically long finish.
Eagle Rare 10yr

£9.5 / £19

45%

A special whisky perfect for both stirred drinks and drunk neat. Think
hazelnuts, sweet potato pie and custard creams.
Eagle Rare 17yr 2016

£6 / £12

45%

This whiskey has sophistication, a creamy body that finishes slightly spicy.
Mexican chocolate, poblano chillies and vanilla.
30

£15 / £30

AMERICAN
BOURBON

Eagle Rare 17yr 2021

50.5%

The first time the ER17 has been bumped up to 101 proof, and it makes a
difference! High corn and low rye, it is buttery yet lengthy.
Elijah Craig Small Batch

£15 / £30

47%

A well respected whiskey, think white pepper, stewed apples and runny
honey.
Elijah Craig Barrel Proof Batch B517

£6.5 / £13

62.1%

The Barrel Proof Batch B517 promises to be fiery with wonderful notes of
caramel popcorn, bird’s eye chillies, cloves and sticky French toast.
Four Roses Single Barrel

£8.5 / £17

50%

An exciting classic, expect notes of banana, hay and coffee grounds.

Four Roses Small Batch

£6.5 / £13

45%

The Small batch has warming aromas of espresso, almond butter and raisins.

George T. Stagg 2020

£5.5 / £11

65.2%

The mad uncle of the BTAC range delivers again - 15 years old, fruity,
rounded & hot.
31

£15 / £30

AMERICAN
BOURBON

Johnny Drum Private Stock

50.5%

Incredible value 101 proof bourbon from Willet. Expect a blend of up to 15
years old.
Knob Creek Small Batch

£6.5 / £13

50%

Knob Greek has grown in popularity and showcases aromas of fresh cut
grass, almond biscuits and custard.
Maker’s 46

£6 / £12

46%

Maker’s Mark launched the 46 that has a spicy finish, the classic caramel
body is rich and bold and white pepper coats the palate.
Maker’s Mark

£6 / £12

46%

A friendly whiskey that welcomes notes of toasted coconut, buttery popcorn
and vanilla bean.
Maker’s Mark Cask Strength

£5 / £10

47.2%

This Cask strength whisky has a bold finish, the Makers creamy body with a
pit roasted pinapple finish that has hints of cinnamon and clove.
Michter’s 10yr Single Barrel Bourbon

£8 / £16

47.2%

A brilliant extra-aged expression from Michter’s, loads of dried fruit, sultanas £10 / £20
and cinnamon.
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AMERICAN
BOURBON

Michter’s Small Batch Bourbon

47.2%

A wonderful flagship bourbon, earthy and warming.

Noah’s Mill

£7 / £14

57.15%

Spicy and hot, but with a soft heart of fairy cakes and apple pie.

Old Forester

£8.5 / £17

43%

A high rye, heavy column-still bourbon, this gives length, heat and a hint of
astringency,
Old Forester 1870 Original Batch

£5 / £10

45%

Oak dances with cinnamon, baking spices and vibrant fruit.

Old Rip Van Winkle 10yr

£7 / £14

45%

The famous, ultra-rare bourbon from Buffalo Trace, this is woody but not
overly so, with lovely wheat notes.
Pappy Van Winkle Family Reserve 15yr

£12 / £24

53.5%

The most sought-after of the whole range; the soft aniseed of the wheat
marries with mouth coating custard and berry pies.
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£17.5 / £35

AMERICAN
BOURBON

Pappy Van Winkle Family Reserve 20yr

53.5%

Even longer palate, chocolate brownies, creme caramel.

Pappy Van Winkle Family Reserve 23yr

£20 / £40

47.8%

Spicy and dry, hints of rancio, worn leather, and vanilla.

Rabbit Hole Heigold

£30 / £60

47.5%

Lots of rye character provides a solid backbone to classic vanilla treacle
bourbon notes.
Rowan’s Creek

£7 / £14

50.05%

The “younger sister” of Noah’s Mill, spicy and rye-heavy, with orange,
cherries and oak.
Stagg Jr.

£7.5 / £15

66.05%

Big and powerful, short and sharp, punchy and bold, Stagg Jr. is inimitable.

Van Winkle Special Reserve 12yr Lot B

£8 / £16

45.2%

The oft-overlooked runt of the Pappy litter, it is a spectacular example of how £15 / £30
to age bourbon for over 10 years without over-casking it.
34

AMERICAN
BOURBON

Weller 12yr

45%

Remarkably similar to the Van Winkle 12, the only real difference is the
warehousing. A steal.
Weller Antique 107

£10 / £20

53.5%

The exact same mash bill as the Pappy Van Winkle range, just barreled from £10 / £20
a different part of the warehouse. A real connoisseur’s treat.
Weller C.Y.P.B.

47.5%

Monikered “Craft Your Perfect Bourbon, this was a crowdsourced idea,
gathering the opinions of over 100000 bourbon fans to choose their
favourite style.
Weller Full Proof

£10 / £20

57%

Fruitier than its brothers, and surprisingly not too hot, considering its strength. £10 / £20

Weller Single Barrel

48.5%

Cherry, mint, coffee and cinnamon, each selected barrel is slightly different,
and this one has hits of caramel.
Wild Turkey 101

£10 / £20

50.5%

Aged for at least 6 years and bottled just below cask strength, this has plenty
spice, hints of toffee and caramel.
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£5.5 / £11

AMERICAN
BOURBON

Wild Turkey Longbranch

43%

A lighter, easy-drinking example from the Wild Turkey distillery. Alright,
alright, alright!
Wild Turkey Rare Breed

£6 / £12

58.4%

A special casking of Wild Turkey that fits any occasion.

Woodford Reserve

£7 / £14

43.2%

Mixed nuts, autumn leaves, blackberries and sawdust.

Woodford Reserve Double Oaked

£5 / £10

43.2%

Dairy Milk bars, molasses, flint and toffee.

£7 / £14

36

AMERICAN
RYE

Bulleit

45%

A young and spicy all-rounder, notes of red berries.

Catoctin Creek Roundstone Rye

£5.5 / £11

46%

A fresh Virginia rye with hints of spearmint and ginger.

FEW

£7 / £14

46.5%

A well-rounded offering from Chicago’s FEW distillery, this has hints of
arrack and unripe banana.
High West Double Rye!

£8 / £16

46%

A combination of a young, 2-year-old rye blended with a hint of 16-year-old
for depth.
Michter’s Single Barrel Straight Rye

£7 / £14

42.4%

A great value rye, bold and rounded, hints of dry curacao and chamomile.

Old Overholt

£7 / £14

40%

Very soft and light, mild and delicate.

£6 / £12

37

AMERICAN
RYE

Old Overholt 114 Proof

57%

Only released in two US states, the cult favourite gets given a turbocharge!

Pikesville / 2000s Presentation

£7.5 / £15

40%

This is a discontinued bottling that is very different to the current Pikesville this is the lighter, more approachable version of what is now Rittenhouse.
Rittenhouse

£8 / £16

50%

The stalwart. Great balance, good heat, fantastic for every use,

Sazerac

£6 / £12

45%

Fun and fruity, candied ginger, citrus peels.

£6 / £12

Sazerac 18yr 2017

45%

Drier than the 2016, great length, still that signature spice and oak.

Sazerac 18yr 2021

£15 / £30

45%

Dusty and aged, but significantly more controlled than previous years, this
has much more balance.
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£15 / £30

AMERICAN
RYE

Thomas H. Handy Sazerac 2016

63.1%

The frequently overlooked runt of Buffalo Trace’s Antique Collection, it is
the youngest of the batch but the most consistent. Strong, spicy and long.
Thomas H. Handy Sazerac 2017

£15 / £30

63.6%

Long, fruity and creamy. Waves of toffee and coconut.

Thomas H. Handy Sazerac 2018

£15 / £30

63.4%

Almost unanimously everyone’s favourite of the 2018 BTACs,
outperforming even the Stagg and the Weller. Long and buttery, clover
honeyed and sweet.
Thomas H. Handy Sazerac 2021

£15 / £30

64.75%

Chunky, slightly sweet, definitely spicy, it’s young, potent, and brilliant.

Woodford Reserve

£15 / £30

45.2%

A rye-dominant mashbill from the stalwart. Citrussy, bright and peppery.
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£6.5 / £13

AMERICAN
TENNESSEE

Jack Daniel’s No. 7

40%

You know what this tastes like; banana bread and regret.

Jack Daniel’s Single Barrel

£5 / £10

45%

This famously varies from barrel to barrel, but will always have that signature
oaky banana Jack Daniel style.
Uncle Nearest 9yr 1856

£6 / £12

50%

Bonded from an undisclosed distillery (Dickel), the 1856 version claims
to hark from a recipe found a decade before Jack Daniels began. Classic
Tennessee style, complex and sweet.

40

£7 / £14

AMERICAN
CORN

Balcones Baby Blue

46%

A young corn whiskey from this pioneering Texas distillery, rich and buttery.

Mellow Corn

£6.5 / £13

50%

Heaven Hill’s bonded corn whiskey, a firm bartenders’ favourite. Waxy, with a
controlled heat and good body.
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£6 / £12

AMERICAN
SINGLE MALT

Balcones Single Malt

53%

Made exclusively from Texan malted barley and barreled in ex-bourbon
casks, this really rivals anything made in Scotland.
Westland Peated

£8 / £16

46%

Even rarer than an American single malt is a peated American single malt
made in Seattle! Similar to a maritime Islay, it is deep and complex.
Westland Sherry Wood

£8 / £16

46%

Nutty and woody as you’d expect from a sherry wood, with very pronounced
toasted hazelnuts on the finish.
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£8 / £16

AMERICAN
WHEAT

Bernheim Original

45%

The first, and still one of the very few, straight wheat whiskeys on the market
today, expect a distinct brioche note, with a nutty sweetness.
Woodford Reserve

£8 / £16

45.2%

A new addition to the Woodford family is this wheat-heavy whiskey, which
also has corn, malted barley and rye in its mashbill.

43

£6 / £12

AMERICAN
SOUR MASH

Michter’s Original Sour Mash Whiskey

43%

A mixed grain mash bill with not enough corn to be a bourbon, not enough
rye to be a rye, this is a wonderful example of how different grains make up a
whiskey.
Michter’s Unblended American Whiskey

£7 / £14

41.7%

Aged in both new and used casks so technically not a bourbon, it is corn
heavy but with additional woody vanilla notes.
Smooth Ambler Old Scout American Whiskey

49.5%

Aged in both new and used casks, and with whiskeys from both Indiana and
Tennessee, this is a softer version of its brother.
Smooth Ambler Old Scout 107

£7 / £14

£6.5 / £13

53.5%

A blend of two whiskeys, one a bourbon, and one aged in ex-bourbon casks, £7.5 / £15
and bottled at 107 proof, it has plenty pepper spice, gingerbread and nutmeg.
Wild Turkey Forgiven

45.5%

A mix of both bourbon and rye whiskeys, canonically initially blended by
accident, but the result was so good they bottled it.
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£8.5 / £17

IRISH
SINGLE MALT

Bushmills 10yr

40%

Stone fruits, brazil nuts and marzipan.

£5.5 / £11

Bushmills 12yr Distillery Reserve

40%

Peaches, apricot jam and Weetabix!

£7 / £14

Bushmills 16yr

40%

Matured in bourbon, port and sherry casks, it is full of ripe strawberries,
Ceylon cinnamon and tree bark.
Dunville’s Very Rare 12yr PX Cask

£8.5 / £17

46%

A recreation of a mothballed whiskey, this is full of raisins, crème brûlée and
clove.
Knappogue Castle 12yr

£8.5 / £17

43%

A now-permanent expression in the range, this is apricots, peaches and
warm spice.
Locke’s 8yr

£7 / £14

40%

Delicate stone fruits and malt make way for panna cotta and beeswax.
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£7 / £14

IRISH
SINGLE MALT

Method & Madness Single Malt

46%

Made at Midleton’s “micro” distillery, finished in French limousin casks, notes
of peanut butter, banana and toffee.
Sexton Single Malt

£8 / £16

40%

A great all-rounder, nutty, sweet, malty, balanced.

Single Malt Irish Whiskey #1 13yr Batch 2 / TBWC

£5.5 / £11

48.4%

The famous “My Lovely Horse” bottling, this is a firm Swift favourite.
Citrussy, bright, stone fruits, long.
Teeling Single Malt

£8 / £16

46%

Aged in five different styles of cask so surprisingly delicate, aromas of muscat
grapes and a genteel florality.
Tyrconnell Port Finish

£7 / £14

46%

Woody and bright, but with a rich, jammy palate.
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£8.5 / £17

IRISH
SINGLE POT STILL

Blue Spot

58.7%

7 years old and drawn from a variety of bourbon, sherry, and Madeira casks.
Creamy & nutty with a lingering spiciness.
Green Spot

£8 / £16

40%

Cereal notes, hints of Softmints, plenty of vanilla.

Green Spot Château Montelena Finish

£6 / £12

46%

Utilising previously-used Zinfandel casks to create a sweet and complex
tropical whiskey.
Green Spot Léoville-Barton Finish

£7.5 / £15

46%

Warm, dry red fruits make way for classic cereal vanilla familiarity.

Method & Madness Single Pot Still

£7.5 / £15

46%

Uniquely finished in chestnut wood to give a dry chocolate note, alongside
powdered ginger and delicate tannins.
Midleton Barry Crockett’s Legacy

£8 / £16

46%

A wonderful sign off for Midleton’s previous Master Distiller, Barry
Crockett, it is a proper showpiece of Irish whiskey.
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£12.5 / £25

IRISH
SINGLE POT STILL

Power’s John’s Lane

46%

Oaky and sherried, wonderfully complex, a fantastic distillate.

Redbreast 12yr

£7.5 / £15

40%

The benchmark Single Pot Still Irish whiskey. Full of sherry, red berries,
vanilla and peaches.
Redbreast 12yr Cask Strength

£6.5 / £13

57.2%

Full-bodied, oily, and just generally bigger and more than the 12-year-old.

Redbreast 15yr

£8.5 / £17

46%

A wholly different animal to its younger brother, it is longer, more tropical and £8.5 / £17
creamier.
Redbreast 21yr

46%

A sweet-tart tropical bomb! Passionfruit, guava and nectarines everywhere.

Redbreast Lustau

£12.5 / £25

46%

Candied orange peel, Sherbet Dip-Dabs and Christmas mince pies.
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£7 / £14

IRISH
SINGLE POT STILL

Yellow Spot

46%

Madagascan vanilla, apricot jam and frangipane.
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£8 / £16

IRISH
SINGLE GRAIN

Method & Madness Single Grain

46%

Oaky and sweet, soft marzipan and pomelo.

£6.5 / £13

Teeling Single Grain

46%

Corn husks and wheat fields, but with a hint of lingonberry and milky
porridge.
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£6 / £12

IRISH
BLENDED

Bushmills Black Bush

40%

A great versatile dram; clean and nutty, mixable or neat.

Jameson

£5 / £10

40%

Accounting for more than half of all Irish whiskey produced, notes of cut
grass, breakfast pastries and apples.
Jameson 18yr

£5 / £10

40%

A harmonious, well-rounded dram; soft and delicate but wonderfully
complex.
Jameson Black Barrel

£11 / £22

40%

Finished in extra-charred barrels (hence the name), this gives additional
toasty notes and body, and a delicate coconut finish.
Jameson Caskmates Stout Edition

£6 / £12

40%

A range of coffee and chocolate notes swirl alongside classic grassy
Jameson.
J. J. Corry The Kelly / Milroy’s of Soho

£5 / £10

50%

An incredibly rare blend made for our friends round the corner, made of one
grain and three single malts, one of which harks back to 2003. Stunningly
balanced and rounded.
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£8.5 / £17

IRISH
BLENDED

Midleton Very Rare 2020

40%

The 37th Edition of MVR is one of the best in recent history; caramel tart,
flambéed bananas, Sugar Puffs.
Power’s Distiller’s Cut

£11 / £22

43.2%

If you’ve ever been in a pub anywhere, you’ve seen this. Famous and rightly
so. Cereal, pears and Kinder Bueno.
Slane

£5 / £10

40%

Soft, easy-going and mild, a great breakfast blend.

Tullamore DEW

£5 / £10

40%

Distinctly soft, stewed peaches and apricots, grassy and cereal.

Tullamore DEW / 1980s Presentation

£5 / £10

40%

More pot still in the blend, yet still softer and more rounded than the modern
iteration.
Tullamore DEW 12yr

£7 / £14

40%

A great all-rounder, easy drinking but complex. Soft and approachable, dried
apricots and fennel.
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£7.5 / £15

JAPANESE
SINGLE MALT

Ichiro’s Malt Chichibu London Edition 2021

51.5%

Incredibly limited edition from one of Japan’s most sought-after distilleries.
All bourbon cask and all special, with a hint of Caol Ila-esque peat.
Nikka Miyagikyo Single Malt

£20 / £40

45%

Warm and rich, buttery and chewy, sherried and rounded.

Nikka Yoichi Single Malt

£8 / £16

45%

Nikka’s proprietary smoky malt is both peaty and salty, yet subtle and
nuanced.
Nikka Yoichi / 2000s Presentation

£8 / £16

43%

Slightly younger and lighter than its more recent counterpart, but the
signature Yoichi smoke and spice are ever-present.
Suntory Hakushu Distiller’s Reserve

£9 / £18

43%

Created to cover the increasing demand of the 12-year-old, this is younger
but still has the warming, smoky, honeyed characteristics of the original.
Suntory Yamazaki 12yr

£8 / £16

43%

Delicate and sweet, notes of cloves and assam tea, with candied lemon peels
and a hint of toasted sugar cane.
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£9 / £18

JAPANESE
PURE MALT

Ichiro’s Malt Wine Wood Reserve

46.5%

Intense red berries immediately on the palate, followed by mellow nuttiness
and balanced umami.
Mars Maltage Cosmo

£9 / £18

43%

Shinshu distillery’s flagship whisky, oaky and fruity, Werthers Originals and a
touch of milk chocolate.
Nikka Pure Malt Black

£8 / £16

43%

Smoky and sweet, a discontinued blended malt from both Yoichi and
Miyagikyo.
Nikka Pure Malt Red

£9 / £18

43%

Fruity and soft, predominantly Miyagikyo with a touch of Yoichi.

Nikka Taketsuru Pure Malt

£9 / £18

43%

A wonderfully complex whisky named after the company’s founder. Dairy
Milk, black pepper and coffee.
Nikka Taketsuru Pure Malt 21yr

£7.5 / £15

43%

Winner of World’s Best Blended Malt back in 2010, it has more
pronounced coffee and chocolate and has a remarkable length.
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£25 / £50

JAPANESE
SINGLE GRAIN

Nikka Coffey Grain

45%

Buttery and sweet, notes of citrus. Like drinking a lemon cheesecake.

Nikka Coffey Malt

£7 / £14

45%

Technically a grain whisky due to its production method, but using all malted
barley, this is a truly unique drop. Lighter in style than a traditional single malt
but with all the cereal characteristics.
Suntory The Chita

£7 / £14

43%

Sugar Puffs, honey and brown sugar, citrussy on the palate and a touch of
melon.
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£7 / £14

JAPANESE
BLENDED

Hatozaki Blended

40%

Super light and easy-drinking, this is a proper breakfast dram!

Hatozaki 12yr Umeshu Cask Finish

£5.5 / £11

46%

Finished in plum wine casks, this unique dram has notes of lavender, lychee
and cherry blossom.
Mars Fubuki 2018

£8 / £16

40%

Translating to “snow storm”, this is clean and light and fruity.

Nikka From The Barrel

£8.5 / £17

51.4%

The go-to Japanese whisky, spicy and punchy, fruity and malty; a great
all-rounder.
Suntory Hibiki Japanese Harmony

£7 / £14

43%

Arguably also the go-to Japanese whisky, but more soft and sweet. Orchard
fruits, buttery pastry and brown sugar.

£8 / £16

Suntory Toki
Suntory’s other blended whisky - made with more Chita and Hakushu
while Hibiki favours Yamazaki - this is an easy sipper with hints of spice and
rounded sweetness.
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£5.5 / £11

WORLD
AUSTRALIA

Starward Nova

41%

Australia has a burgeoning domestic whisky industry but very few make it
internationally. Starward’s flagship malt is rich and sherried with hints of
poached pear.
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£6.5 / £13

WORLD
CANADA

Crown Royal Northern Harvest Rye

45%

An approachable, delicate dram. Controversially voted World’s Best
Whisky in Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible in 2016.
Gooderham & Worts 17yr Little Trinity

£6.5 / £13

45%

A blend of three grains - corn, rye, & wheat - gives this whisky unrivalled
depth and complexity.
J. P. Wiser’s Dissertation

£7 / £14

46.1%

A very rye-forward blend, this boasts rich, ripe cherries, caramel, vanilla and
nutmeg.
Lot 40 Cask Strength

£6.5 / £13

56.1%

Menthol spice, szechuan peppercorn and toasted grains. Delectable!

Whistlepig 6yr Piggyback Rye

£8 / £16

48.28%

A superb everyday dram, plenty heat but mature enough to stand up on its
own.
Whistlepig 10yr Rye

£6.5 / £13

50%

Distilled in Canada but aged in Vermont, this 100% rye whisky brings clove,
menthol and baking spices.
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£8 / £16

WORLD
DENMARK

Stauning 2013 Young Rye

50.1%

Only three years old, this has plenty character. Lots of heat, cereals, a hint of
acetone, freshly baked bread.
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£8 / £16

WORLD
ENGLAND

Adnams Triple Malt

47%

Predominantly wheat grain, but also barley and oats in the mash bill.
Complex and youthful, cinnamon porridge, gingerbread and pepper. A great
introduction into whisky from the beer-makers.
Cotswolds Founder’s Choice

£6 / £12

49.1%

Beautifully rounded, elegant toffee and butter caramels.

The Lakes The Whiskymaker’s Reserve No. 4 Single Malt

£7.5 / £15

52%

Balanced, refined and lengthy. Finished in oloroso, PX & red wine casks, this £7.5 / £15
unsurprisingly is nutty, jammy and honeyed.
The Norfolk Parched Single Grain

45%

This is buttery popcorn and salted liquorice, and very approachable.

White Peak Wire Works

£7.5 / £15

50.3%

Slightly peated, reminiscent of a youthful Ardmore or Highland Park, this is a
wonderful first release from the brand new distillery.
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£9 / £18

WORLD
FINLAND

Kyrö Malt Rye

47.2%

Young and sprightly malt from the Nordic pioneers! Spicy yet rounded.

Kyrö Wood Smoke Malt Rye

£7.5 / £15

47.2%

Young but not detrimentally so, punchy but not too tough! Campfire smoke
and hazelnuts.
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£7.5 / £15

WORLD
FRANCE

Kornog Taouarc’h Trived Peated

46%

One of Glann ar Mor’s peated expressions, this is a streaky bacon sandwich
at the seaside.
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£8 / £16

WORLD
GERMANY

Elsburn Broken Hearts Are For...

55.8%

Aged exclusively in a PX quarter cask, this is, unsurprisingly, nutty and rich,
notes of treacle tart and raisins.
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£11 / £22

WORLD
INDIA

Amrut Fusion

50%

Made from barley from both India and Scotland, hence the name. Powerful
and fruity, oaky and chocolatey, with a touch of peat.
Amrut Naarangi

£7 / £14

50%

Aged in barrels that previously held sherry and orange peel, this is distinctly
citrussy. Orange marmalade, kumquats, Grand Marnier, but with malty
undertones and spice.
Amrut Peated Cask Strength

£11 / £22

62.8%

Powerful and chunky. Peat smoke immediately, lots of heat, but followed by
creaminess and crème brûlée.
Amrut Single Malt

£8 / £16

46%

Sawdust and cumin, plenty vanilla, cereal and apples.
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£6.5 / £13

WORLD
SWEDEN

High Coast 8yr 2012 / Adelphi

62.3%

An unapologetic dram from the distillery formerly known as Box. Heaps of
cereal and apple on the palate, finishes with alcohol heat and malt.
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£9 / £18

WORLD
TAIWAN

Kavalan Bourbon Oak

46%

A non-cask strength version of the revered Solist range (and half of the
price), the bourbon cask is a bold all-rounder with notes of custard and
pineapple.
Kavalan Solist Vinho Barrique 2012

£8 / £16

57.1%

Citrussy, slightly dry. Chamomile, white vermouth, pepper.
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£12.5 / £25
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